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To all 'whom it may comcwt:

Be it known that I, CHARLES R. UNDER
HILL, a citizen of the United States, and

tion, showing a simple helical coil involving
the invention; and

.

Fig. 2 is a sectional elevation thereof.

resident of New Haven, in' the count of
Referring to the drawings, 1 indicates the
5 New Haven and State of Connecticut, ave core or mandrel upon which the coil is 60
invented a certain new and useful Electrical

Coil and Method of Making the Same, of
which the following is a specification.
The invention relatesvto the construction
10 of electrical coils involving alternate layers

wound, and 2 the successive layers of the
conductor windings which are laid up in
helical form, each of the layers of the con

ductor windings being separated from the
layer adjacent thereto by a sheet or strip 65

of conductor windings and sheet or strig of fabric 3, such as paper or other materialA

fabric. usually of insluating material, an usually employed for this purpose and
has for its object to provide such coils with which is usually impervious to the ordinary

means to facilitate the introduction and
1F penetration of a suitable binding medium
throughout the structure of the coil.
Heretofore, in the construction of wound

coils with fabric material interposed be
tween adjacent layers of the conductor, it
so has been found extremely diiiicult and in
many cases practically impossible to force
viscous melted binding media or compounds
into the structure of the coil, owing to the

forms of impregnating and binding media
which are applied to the coil, and which
would therefore prevent the binding media
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penetrating the coil structure to any material extent.

In order to provide'` during the formation
of the coil, an effective means for admitting 75
the binding medium to the interior of the

coil and distributing the same throughout
the structure of the coil, there is interposed
resistance of the fabric material, such as between each of the layers of the conductor
25 sized paper, oiled linen, and the like, to windings and the superposed fabric, one or ë@
impregnation. This is particularly true in more rods or cords 4, preferably of insulat
cases in which the conductors are initially ing material, which are disposed longi
covered with a liquid proof insulating sheet tudinally of the coil and preferably extend

and laid up in'successive layers with the from end to end thereof. These rods or
:l0 conductor turns in contact with said sheet. cords cause the superposed fabric to be de
The present invention relates to an im formed or arched where it passes over them

El DI

proved coil in ‘which a separating fabric,
either in sheet or strip form, is interposedv
between the successive layers of the conduc
tor windings, said coil involving a series of
ducts or passageways formed longitudinally
of the coil iu the interposed layers of the
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and thereby produce ducts or passageways
5, 5, through which the viscous or ñuid im
pregnating medium may be introduced and
distributed throughout the body of the coil- 90

to inipregnate the structure thoroughly and

uniformly.

fabric, preferably by the insertion of small
The number and disposition of the rod
rods. cords, or the like. between the layers or cord like elements 4 applied between each
40 of the conductor windings and the super conductor layer and the superposed fabric 95
posed fabric, which cause the fabric to be layer may, obviously, be. left to the judg~
deformed or arched to a sufficient extent to nient or discretion of the designer of the coil,

provide longitudinal openings adjacent the and it has been found that in some cases a
rods or cords which afford a ready passage single rod or cord for each layer of wind

45 -for the impregnating medium. The latter,
therefore, may find ready access to all parts
of the coil structure between the convolu
tionsof the various layers of the conductor

ing will suffice.' W'hile'it is apparent that
the inter osition of the rod or cord will
cause a s ight deformation of the coil, by

disposing the rods adjacent the successive
windings, the same being preferably intro layers in definite angular relation around

duced into the ducts or passageways at one the axis of the coil, the desired contour of
end of the coil, whence it works its way the coil will be maintained.
throughout the body of the coil.
The invention is applicable to coils of
The invention is illustrated in the accom various types and configurations, and may

panying drawings, in which:

Fig. l is a perspective view, partly in sec

also be applied to operations involving the

simultaneous winding of multiple coils,
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which are subsequently separated or subdi

fabric layers to form ducts in thefabric lay- '

vided transversely. It is also applicable to ` ers to facilitate the penetration yof binding
coils of Various types in which the inter- media _throughout the coil structure.
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ductor vand fabric layers to form ducts to

40

5. A wire coil comprising alternatinglay
posed fabric is applied either in sheet form
or in strip form, either longitudinally or ers of“ conductor windings and insulating
circumferentially applied to the successive fabric, and longitudinal spacers of insulat
ing material disposed between adjacent con
conductor layers.
What I claim is:

1. A wire coil comprising alternating lay

10

facilitate the penetration of binding media

ers of conductor windings and-separating throughout the coil structure.

'

6. The method of constructing electrical

fabric, and longitudinal spacers between ad
jacent conductor and fabric layers forming wire coils, which comprises forming alter
ducts in the fabric layers to facilitate the nating layers of conductor windings and
- penetration of a binding medium through~ insulating fabric, interposing rod-like ele
out the coil structure.
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ments longitudinally of the coil between the

2. A wire coil comprising alternating lay conductor and fabric layers to- form open

ers of conductor windings and separating yducts in said fabric layers, and applying a
fabric, and longitudinal spacers between ad binding medium to the interior of the coil

jacent conductor and fabric _layers forming

structure through said ducts.

_
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.

7. The method of constructing electrical
ing medium throughout the coil structure. wire coils, which com rises forming alter
3. A wire coil comprising alternating lay nating layers of con uctor windings and

ducts to facilitate the penetration of a bind- "

ers of conductor windings and separating insulating fabric, intel-posing spacers longi
fabric, and longitudinal rod-like elements tudinally of the coil between the conductor
disposed between adjacent conductor and and fabric layers to form open ducts there
fabric layers to form ducts in the fabric between` and applying a binding medium to
layers to facilitate the penetration of bind the interior of the coil structure through
said ducts.
ing media throughout the coil structure.
Signed at Hamden. in the county of New
4. A wire coil comprising alternating lay
ers of conductor windings and insulating Haven and State of Connecticut this 13th
fabric, and longitudinal rod-like elements day of December A. D. '1920.

disposed between adjacent conductor and

_CHARLES R. UNDERHILL.
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